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About This Game

Story-central RPG with turn based combat, expansive scenario and refined gameplay.
For the full credits and copyright of the game, please view the game manual.
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White Pearl can only be downloaded for PC Windows systems.
Please leave a review!

Features

White Pearl features:
- 35 hours of main story

- Hours of additional content
- Post game content (to be added in 2.0)

- A story which deeply explores the characters, and also the world around them.
-> The story focuses on multiple perspectives of the characters which all eventually join up.

- A crafting system (infusing materials with elements, creating gear based from this, and reinforcing existing gear)
- Turn based battle system with interesting abilities and effects, cooldowns, and cast times.

- Interesting gameplay

Synopsis

The world of Ottrea constantly undergoes a period of calamity, known as Dark Eras. It is believed that the Dark Eras are caused
to happen due to the Priori, who sow the seeds of darkness within the world.

As to why they happen, it is unknown.
White Pearl follows the story of Pearlto, how he met characters with intertwined connections and pasts - and how he became

tasked with preventing the forthcoming of the Fifth Dark Era.
This, coupled with the looming threat of the Priori (who are the antagonists of the game), means Pearlto is under immense stress

in order to keep peace within Ottrea - lest calamity happen a fifth time.
Even so, the origins of the world still lie in mystery, but a certain someone is there to discover it all.

Main Characters
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Pearlto Divinia: A man of a religious folllowing, childhood friend of Katkin's and person of authority and empathy. Even when
faced with a dark threat he is tasked to destroy, he feels regret. Should he question his faith?

Katkin Elderflower: A friend which Pearlto needed. Born and raised in a restrictive and nobled family just like Pearlto, the two
became friends quickly. However, she conceals her family's purpose and origin to the party. Will she tell them, or will her past

continue to haunt her. She will have to learn to deal with the past.

Elsay Valenheart = Sister to Elrise, she is a woman of a well-mannered nature. She struggles with empathising with other people,
but she is not without heart.

Elrise Valenheart = Brother to Elsay, his outward appearance appears to be morbid and cold, however a traumatic experience
has formed him into what he is. He harbours a dark secret unknowingly.

Elyswer Vael = A man of humour, he can lighten up the mood quickly. He is also childhood friends with U'vharr. This man was
once an airship pilot.

U'vharr Tia = The king of Ancarna, a town of richness and gold, although the recent shortage has left the town with a decreased
budget – they still have plenty to depend on. When heir to the throne at a young age, he could not fit in with the other children

of the town and so he turned to Elyswer.

Cassopeia Kinnear = A woman skilled in the arts of dark magic, she learns of her identity and connection to a figure long
forgotten.

Many more to meet...
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Gameplay - Combat

Combat in White Pearl is turn-based.
The player will decide what action each character would take. When all actions have been decided, the turn will begin - along

with the enemy's.
Some skills have a charge time, meaning that the character who is charging the skill cannot take any actions while they are

charging the skill during their turn, and must wait for it to finish to execute the skill.
Furthermore, some skills have a cooldown - meaning they will have to be used strategically.

Gameplay - Field

Players may interact with objects in the field, outside of combat.
Most of the time, interaction with these objects is crucial to progression within the game - such as solving a puzzle.

Also, there are lore books around the world of Ottrea which can be found and read by the player. These lore books detail more
about the mythology and history of Ottrea - but aren't necessary to read as the main story will cover more than enough.

Gameplay - Content

Besides from the main quest, there are also numerous sidequests you can complete - and areas to unlock and find. Doing this
additional content will reap great rewards!

There is also crafting within the game, which is unlocked once the first chapter is complete. You can make entirely new gear, or
reinforce gear which you already own. You do all this by using materials, with certain ones being dropped by enemies and

materials such as leather or cloth available at shops.
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Title: White Pearl
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Harry Gill
Publisher:
Harry Gill
Franchise:
Chronicles of Ottrea
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 1.3 GHz Intel Pentium 4 1.3 GHz (Willamette)

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: On-Board Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

Sound Card: On-Board Sound Card

English
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Why we've changed the art style of Irony Curtain?:

Comrades!

Some time ago we showed you how Irony Curtain looked in the early prototype phase and how it looks like now.

Today we’d like to talk a little bit more about the reasons behind the change and the whole creative process. It’s no doubt that
Irony Curtain came a long way from the times when it was just a prototype called simply ‘Matryoshka’.

There are three main reasons why we’ve decided to simplify the art style:

1. The previous style looked great but it didn’t play well . My Brother Rabbit launches on September 21!:

 
My Brother Rabbit, the heartwarming adventure game from Artifex Mundi, invites players on an emotional trip into the
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dreamlands of imagination on September 21. Irony Curtain is getting a forum!:

Comrades,

In our efforts to combat the capitalist propaganda, we have launched the most powerful weapon against false information!

Add Irony Curtain to wishlist now!

We now have our own Steam forums, where we will post all information about Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love and
where you can discuss all ideas as long as they're in accordance with the ideology of the Party. No censorship.

The purpose of this forum is to discuss:

 News & Reveals

 Frequently Asked Questions

 Suggestions & Ideas

So don't forget to:

 Join Irony Curtain Steam Forums

Add Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love to your wishlist!

. Meet Artifex Mundi at Gamescom & PAX West 2018!:
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Do you want to meet the creators of your favorite games in person? Then you should definitely visit us during Gamescom in
Cologne & PAX West 2018!

You will have one of a kind opportunity to play our two latest projects ahead of release:

My Brother Rabbit (release: Fall 2018) is a beautifully drawn exploration adventure and puzzle game set in a surreal world that
mixes reality with a child’s imagination. It is scheduled to release this Fall.

Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love (release: 2019) is a satirical point-and-click adventure that takes you out of your
bourgeoisie comfort zone and throws you right in the middle of a Cold War class struggle to the death – or until you surrender
your toilet paper.

We'll be a part of big Polish Booth on both events - and we will have lots of surprises for you!

If you want to know more about both events, please visit Gamescom website[www.gamescom.global] and PAX West website
[prime.paxsite.com]

See you there!. Someone is always watching:
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 Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!
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